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desirable I night, they would all find occupants within a week,
a morecla's'of immigrant* 'would be discouraged by finding I while rent, all over the city would fall to 

a large iiortion of the population made up of ; moderate level, 
foreigners from the slums of Europe. The warning |

English need apply," might be reversed with

more

It is also said:—
"The sure test of a boom is speculative building : 

there is little or no speculative building going on in 
Winnipeg to-day. As a matter of fart we arc, as a 
city, not keeping pace with the demands made up .11 
us. Our warehouses are inadequate to transact the 

railroads are spending

“No
advantage to Canada.

of Yazoo, Miss., was the 
conflagration last week, 
from which exceed $1,- 

fifty-two fire

The city
Ys«oo City scene of a increased business ; our 

millions to make their facilities equal to the de-
visitors cannot get

Fire Lomu, the losses
000,000, spread over

supply and other protective 
state as they were 

the National Board of

mauds made upon them ; our
hotel accommodation ; our people have to 

tents until such time as houses are built to
proper

large were
of leaving the water 
equipments in so 
found in by the Inspector of 
Pire Underwriters. His report read.

organization and equipment 
and defective ; but little interest 

of the department and the 
to remedy deficiencies.

mentioned, dis-

resort to
accommodate them, and in spite of these facts the 
word has gone forth that a "senseless boom" exists.

advance that has not the characteristics of a 
boom. Circumstances have forced Winnipeg for
ward. and hasty building operations, when building 

its lowest, is only indicative of efforts 
capital city, with the development

defective a

It is an

"The fire department
also inadequate 

is taken by members 
municipal government
Owing to this condition >>f affairs as ^ ^ The above seems a
astrous fires are liable to occur at an> t . corrrct explanation of the conditions which arc

of extending beyond co«t~.^ncedjt ^ spoken of „ sign, of the unhealthy inflation

not made This was of real estate prices at NX innipeg.
agreed to. and the city ^^"^ncedjmt! unXr | theje,' k’rep.rtedto haw rid: "Winnipeg will grow

.....
a striking illustration of the positive «dvanUge^of

raising the rates of fire jX^vears ago, the fire
in Yazoo ^ been also raised to a state of
T a^iT he recent fire would have been sub-
efficient-}. Like some persons nearer
it *£ \';,ïï£ «««."• v-~ I"-
(,.rr,d to run *’VatToirÏTthirrhan*con^but^owa^d. 

minons "cction service. Well, their

■tSTS payÏ»tcrr^êd'ra«ës ri ta«- 

Which they might have avoided by taking heed 
exiicrt warning.

are cost is not at 
to keep pace, as a 
of tributary territory."

reasonable, and we trust it is

probability
Notice was given that rates 

necessary improvements

EFFECTS OF TOO LOW RATES.THE IMJURIOUS
Were those who complain of the rate, of fire in- 

adjusted to the conditions of the 
the ever-present risk ofsurance being so

!îÏnai;ion:Sto0reaUzee the enormous injury inflicted on 
property owners, and contributors of capital to 
enable fire insurance enterprises to be conducted, 

reflection, see how reasonable, how

con-

iÜüdnSke it is that such contingencies be pro

vided for. It is no exaggeration to say that it would 
be impossible to maintain the system of fire insur
ance were the rates not raised so as to be adequate 
for the requirements of the business. By adequate 
for the requirements of the business is meant, suf
ficiency to provide for "all" the obligations which 
are necessarily undertaken by the management of a 

Judging from some of

1 ni

ance, 
in time to

"The Manitoba Free Press' says:— 
"The high rents and increased 

of living in Winnipeg which 
some superficial observers have in
terpreted as effects of a boom, are 

in realitv the best proofs available that there is no 
"lioom " Business is bring done in W mmpeg with 

facilities, and this always spells high 
Kents are high because population is pour- 

erect houses, with

fire insurance company, 
their utterances, objectors to adequate rates seem 
to be under the impression, that if a fire company 
has funds enough to pay any claims “they” may make, 

of a fire on their premises, such 
has done its whole duty. This notion we fear

No underwriter

Tke Alleged 
Boom et cost 

Wleelpe*

comin case 
|ianv l
is more prevalent than a wiser one 
in his right mind would do business under such

he would be liable to lie ruined any day 
by one fire. To operate prudently, with any likeli
hood of the business being permanent, a fire msur 

must distribute its risks over a wide

I inadequate con-
prices.
ing m iaMer than the builders 
the inevitable result that houses

ditions, ascan
are at a premium 

If, by the aid of magic, 
over

and rents have gone up.
thousand dwelling houses could be erected anee company

two


